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Mass media are often portrayed as having large effects on democratic politics. Media content is not simply an exogenous influence on publics and policymakers, however. There is reason to think that this content reflects publics and politics as much as—if not more than—it affects them. This letter examines those possibilities, focusing on interactions between news coverage, budgetary policy, and public preferences in the defense, welfare, and health-care domains in the United States. Results indicate that media play a largely reflective role. Taking this role into account, we suggest, leads to a fundamentally different perspective on how media content matters in politics.

INTRODUCTION

It is common to view mass media as having a profound impact on democratic politics. This makes sense—there is after all a vast literature chronicling media effects on attitudes, both observational and experimental (see Dunaway and Graber 2022). There also is a growing literature highlighting the importance of media effects on public policymaking (e.g., Langer and Gruber 2021; Walgrave et al. 2017). This work is of fundamental importance not just because of what it has taught us about political communication and behavior, but because it makes clear that the study of modern representative democracy requires a consideration of media.

Media content is not an exogenous influence on publics and policymakers, however. As we discuss below, a small body of research has emphasized a "media reflect" account, but that work has offered little empirical examination of this role of media, especially in their ongoing interactions with public preferences and policy. Taking the reflective role of media into account, we show, leads to a different view of media influence.

We focus here on the interactions between news coverage, budgetary policy, and public preferences on defense, welfare, and health spending in the United States (US). Our analysis draws on the research on "thermostat responsive policy" (e.g., Jennings 2009; Pacheco 2013; Soroka and Wlezien 2010; Wlezien 1995). This work finds that policy feeds back negatively on the public’s relative preferences, for example, if the public wants more spending on defense and the government provides more spending, then the public adjusts its preference for more spending downward, other things being equal. The analysis also builds on recent work using automated content analysis to identify a “media policy signal” (e.g., Dun, Soroka, and Wlezien 2021; Neuner, Soroka, and Wlezien 2019; Soroka and Wlezien 2022). Our results demonstrate the role that media play, possibly affecting public opinion and policy change but also reflecting them.

THE ROLE OF MEDIA IN PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Even a cursory consideration of what journalists do implies that media reflect both policymaking and public opinion. Journalists attend press conferences and report on what governments are doing. Media organizations also conduct and report on public opinion polls. Indeed, many major media outlets have had their own polling operations, the objective of which is to gauge what the public thinks. “Vox pops” are prevalent (e.g., Beckers, Walgrave, and Van den Bulck 2018), as is the use of social media content as a (flawed) representation of public attitudes (e.g., Molyneux and McGregor 2021). There is good reason to expect media coverage to both convey information to citizens and follow public opinion (see, e.g., Soroka, Stecula, and Wlezien 2015).

The literatures on agenda-setting have considered this intervening role of media. These have found that media help to signal to politicians the importance citizens attach to issues, and vice versa (e.g., Soroka 2002; Van Aelst and Walgrave 2011); this is especially true of the literature on “policy agendas” (e.g., Baumgartner and Jones 2005; Boydstun 2013). Even where issue salience is concerned, however, the potentially reciprocal nature of public-policy/media effects has made teasing out causality difficult, as Barberá et al. (2019) have noted. Their recent article exploits the fine-grained timing of
Twitter messaging to identify directions of causality between citizens’ and legislators’ issue attentiveness. Results show that legislators tend to follow the public in the issues they discuss. This is of real significance given concerns about elites leading rather than following opinion (e.g., Jacobs and Shapiro 2000).

To our knowledge, however, there is no work that considers the ways in which media coverage reflects the substance of public preferences, that is, the support for more policy, and also the direction and magnitude of policy actions. Substantively speaking, this means that we do not fully understand the role that media play in representative democracy. Methodologically speaking, it means that we may overestimate media effects on public opinion and policy.

Our approach is similar to that of Barberá et al. (2019) insofar as we take seriously the possibility of reciprocal effects. But rather than focusing on policymakers’ attention to issues in media posts, we examine their actual policy decisions, specifically budgetary ones. And we are able to exploit the sequence of measurement of public opinion, media coverage, and policy to assess causal dynamics.

The sections that follow pay special attention to the budgetary cycle, and what it offers for the identification of causal effects. We then propose measures of the substance of policy, public preferences, and a “media policy signal,” and estimate the relationships between these three variables. Results suggest that media coverage may be best viewed as a reflection of both opinion and policy. This has significant implications for the ways in which scholars conceive of and model media effects.

**THE PUBLIC, BUDGETARY POLICY, AND THE NEWS**

The budgetary process in the US occurs annually. The president submits spending requests that Congress acts on, usually, but not always, before the fiscal year begins on October 1. There is reason to think that the public figures into these policy decisions, as borne out in previous research (e.g., Caughey and Warshaw 2022; Erikson, MacKuen, and Stimson. 2002; Erikson, Wright, and McIver 1993; Soroka and Wlezien 2010). There is also reason to suppose that the media cover those decisions and that this coverage informs the public and facilitates public responsiveness (Neuner, Soroka, and Wlezien 2019; Soroka and Wlezien 2022). Set out temporally: policy change made during the year is reflected in media coverage during that year, which informs the public’s relative preferences registered in the next year, and those preferences then influence policymaking during that year for the following year.

Media may not just reflect policy but affect it as well; and coverage may also both reflect and affect public opinion. These possibilities clearly complicate analysis. We nevertheless can assess multiple directions of influence among the variables following the logic of Granger causality. This involves estimation of cross-lag models, where each variable is a function of its lagged value and the lagged value of the other variable(s), which we more fully describe below. Doing so provides a starting point—a straightforward test of the degree to which media coverage, public preferences, and policy are determined by the other variables across years. We also can observe how things unfold within years because of the sequence of measurement of preferences and policy, and because we can separate media content at different points of each year. This provides what we believe is the first direct test of the possibility that media both affect and reflect the substance of policy and public attitudes.

**DATA**

Measures of the variables for each of the three policy areas that we examine are drawn from past work on thermostat responsiveness (cited above). We capture budgetary policy using annual appropriations data available from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). We follow previous practice in our calculation of appropriations in each of the three domains (see Supplementary material). Our measures of preferences are drawn from the General Social Survey (GSS), where respondents have regularly been asked about spending in different programs, specifically, whether it is “too little,” “too much,” or “about the right amount.” These measures of policy and preferences are common in the literature.

Our measure of the “media policy signal” is less well established and relies on estimates produced by Soroka and Wlezien (2022); see also Dun, Soroka, and Wlezien (2021); Neuner, Soroka, and Wlezien (2019). (Data are distributed publicly through Harvard Dataverse). The “signal” is intended to capture the direction and magnitude of policy changes in each domain, as reported in 17 major US newspapers. It is based on a corpus including all news articles on each policy domain, and the implementation of three “layered” dictionaries capturing sentences that refer to (1) the policy domain, (2) spending, and (3) direction (upward or downward). The measure reflects the number of sentences mentioning upward change minus the number of sentences mentioning downward change in each domain, aggregated by fiscal year (or narrower periods, discussed below). Importantly, it summarizes coverage of what government is doing and should do, owing to events, political debate, and possibly even public opinion itself (Soroka and Wlezien 2022). For further details on the variables used here—descriptives, correlations, and tests of stationarity—see the Supplementary material.

**WHO LEADS, WHO FOLLOWS?**

**Across-Year Analyses**

To assess the direction of causation between the public, policy, and media, we begin by estimating the following equations:
Public\(_t\) = \(p_0 + p_1\)Public\(_{t-1} + p_2\)Policy\(_{t-1} + b_3\)Media\(_{t-1} + e_t \) 

Policy\(_t\) = \(s_0 + s_2\)Policy\(_{t-1} + s_3\)Media\(_{t-1} + e_t \) 

Media\(_t\) = \(m_0 + m_2\)Media\(_{t-1} + b_3\)Public\(_{t-1} + b_3\)Policy\(_{t-1} + e_t \) 

In these equations, Policy is a first difference variable, that is, appropriations in the current year minus appropriations in the previous year, which we expect to relate to levels of the Public and Media variables, both of which explicitly capture change—the former because the question used to construct it asks about relative preferences and the latter by construction. Subscripts indicate the year during which we observe the variables, perhaps the most noteworthy of which is for Policy, as we date it based on year appropriations decisions (usually) are taken, for example, in 2019 for FY2020.

Equations 1-3 provide conservative estimates of “causal” effects, as each variable is modeled as a function of both its lagged value and the lagged values of the other variables. To the extent that effects actually are more current, they will be reflected in the lagged dependent variable(s), which will dampen the estimated effects of the other independent variables, concealing at least some of their true effect(s). Positive evidence thus is to be taken seriously and important to document before exploiting the timing of measurement within years.

Table 1 presents results of the estimated equations pooling the three domains for the 39-year period between 1980 and 2018. The equations are estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS) and include domain fixed effects.

The first column shows results for Equation 1, in which public preferences are the dependent variable. Here we see significant positive effects of lagged preferences and negative effects of lagged policy, as expected. The latter reflects thermostatic public responsiveness: when spending increases (decreases), public preferences tend to adjust downward (upward). Previous research (Soroka and Wlezien 2022) demonstrates that media provide information about policy, that is, the effect is mediated. The coefficient for policy thus at least partly reflects information conveyed by media. Including policy in the model allows us to assess the independent effect of coverage on preferences—the impact of media content that deviates from actual policy change and has a potentially very different positive effect. There is only the hint of such an effect, however; while the coefficient is positive, implying that coverage unrelated to policy may influence the public’s underlying preferred level of policy, it is not statistically significant (\(p = 0.12\)).

Policy is the focus of the second column of Table 1, and here we see evidence of representation in the form of a significant positive coefficient for lagged public preferences. Public preferences last year influence budgetary policy decisions taken this year (for the following fiscal year). These results are in line with the work referenced above, though there is reason to suppose that policy responsiveness is more immediate, which we will explicitly consider. The estimate for media coverage also is positive and on the cusp of statistical significance (\(p = 0.101\)), and so it may matter for policymaking independently of public opinion.

Results for media coverage are shown in the third column. Note that there is a strong relationship between the media signal in years \(t\) and \(t-1\), where coverage this year is related to coverage last year, possibly due in part to stability in media resource allocation (see Boydstun 2013). Above and beyond that history, we see positive policy effects on coverage that just miss conventional levels of statistical significance (\(p = 0.13\)). There is reason from previous research to think that the estimate understates the true effect, and that timing matters, as our analysis below considers (and supports). Although policy does not have reliable effects on media coverage in this analysis, public opinion does: media reflect public sentiment.

1 All of the variables used in the analysis—differenced spending policy and the measures of public preferences and media coverage—are expected to be and also appear to be “stationary,” though there are hints of slight trends in the media variables that have minor consequences for the results. See the Supplementary material for details.

2 Results by domain are included in the appendices, where we can see that patterns are similar in the different areas, most importantly for the effects of and on media coverage, though the size and significance of estimates do vary across domains.

3 That Media follows Policy is important for thermostatic public responsiveness, even as it is not clear from the equations in Table 1. Most importantly, the functional form by which policy is
Across these highly salient domains, then, policy responds positively to public preferences, and public preferences respond negatively (thermostatically) to policy. To the extent that there are media effects on either, those effects appear to be muted (or subsumed) here by other variables, though there are some hints of positive influences on both opinion and policy. That said, to the extent that media play a role in this system, it is mostly as a reflection of public preferences. We consider the magnitude of these effects in the concluding section, but first explore sequencing.

Within-Year Analyses

The preceding section captures only part of the story, since we also are able to observe how things unfold within years. Consider that public preferences are captured by the US GSS in March of each year, after presidents (almost always) have submitted their budgets but before Congress has acted (or even started in). Congressional action, in turn, is completed before public preferences are registered in the following year, with some exceptions. And news coverage can be measured for different periods of time within years; indeed, news coverage happens daily, and there is no constraint on how we aggregate it. To summarize: public preferences are captured in the spring, budgetary decisions usually happen in the fall, and media coverage is measurable in the fall or spring (and at other points).

We thus are able to estimate a set of equations that takes the timing of each of these measures into account, as follows:

\[
\text{Public}_{t} = p_{0} + p_{1}\text{Public}_{t-1} + p_{2}\text{Policy}_{t-1} + \ldots + p_{k}\text{Media}_{t-1} + \text{Pub}_{t}
\]

\[
\text{Policy}_{t} = s_{0} + s_{1}\text{Policy}_{t-1} + s_{2}\text{Media}_{t-1} + \ldots + s_{k}\text{Public}_{t-1} + \text{Pol}_{t}
\]

\[
\text{Media}_{Early, t} = M_{E}a_{0} + b_{1}\text{Public}_{t-1} + b_{2}\text{Media}_{Late, t-1} + \ldots + b_{k}\text{Public}_{t-1} + \text{M}_{E}\text{gt}
\]

\[
\text{Media}_{Late, t} = M_{L}a_{0} + b_{10}\text{Media}_{Early, t-1} + b_{11}\text{Public}_{t} + \ldots + b_{12}\text{Policy}_{t-1} + \text{M}_{L}\text{gt}
\]

Here, we separate media coverage into Early and Late coverage—coverage for (a) the first six months of each fiscal year and (b) the last six months of each fiscal year. We also vary the timing (at \(t-1\) or \(t\)) of measurement based on temporal sequence—for example, public opinion in year \(t\) is measured in the first half of that same year, alongside early media coverage but before late media coverage in that year and also policy decisions. To be clear, our approach to capturing causal effects is no different than in the preceding section; Equations 4–7 just take careful account of the timing of events within (and across) years. Perhaps most notably, public opinion in year \(t\) is measured prior to budget policy decisions made in that fiscal year and media coverage in the second half of that year; we accordingly include opinion for year \(t\) in Equations 5 and Equation 7. Table 2 presents the results of estimating each of the four equations.

Results for the public preferences Equation 4 are shown in column 1 of Table 2. Recall that this model differs in one way from the model shown in Table 1: it includes media coverage not from the entire prior year but rather the second half of that year. This change matters. Although there was not clear evidence of media coverage on preferences in Table 1, results in the first column of Table 2 indicate a statistically significant, positive effect of late coverage. This is an important result, as it suggests that the news causes public preferences—that is, it apparently is not only a consequence. As we highlighted in our discussion of Table 1, such an effect of media coverage is different from—and independent of—the effect of information about policy (captured here by the coefficient for Policy, \(t-1\)) that produces thermostatic responsiveness.

The second column of Table 2 shows estimates for the policy Equation 5, in which we include Early coverage at \(t\) rather than media coverage from all of

### Table 2. Revised Analyses Based on the Timing of Measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>Public, (t)</th>
<th>Policy, (a)</th>
<th>Media, (t)</th>
<th>Media, (t-1)</th>
<th>Late</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public, (t)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.879*</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.091)</td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td>(0.103)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public, (t-1)</td>
<td>0.456*</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy, (t)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8.090***</td>
<td>0.754***</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.717)</td>
<td>(0.092)</td>
<td>(0.324)</td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy, (t-1)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>–1.273*</td>
<td>0.048**</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted (R^2)</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\) First difference of budgetary policy decisions taken in year \(t\) for fiscal year \(t+1\) (or year \(t-1\) for fiscal year \(t\)). Cells contain regression coefficients with standard errors in parentheses.

\(* p < 0.01; \quad ** p < 0.05; \quad \dagger p < 0.1.\)
year \( t-1 \). The change makes sense given the timing of budgetary policymaking, since *Early* coverage occurs before the time that policymakers undertake budgetary policy in year \( t \) (and *Late* coverage happens only in the final stages). We also include the measure of public preferences in year \( t \), which are taken at the same point in time as early news. Results continue to show a significant, positive impact of preferences but also reveal a similar effect for *Early* media coverage. The latter is of special importance, as it suggests a causal effect of media coverage on policy. In contrast with Table 1, then, results in the first two columns of Table 2 reveal clearer media effects: coverage positively affects both public opinion and policy change.\(^4\)

The third column shows estimates for *Early* media coverage. This equation differs in one basic way from Table 1: past media coverage is measured *Late*, during the second half of the previous year. Otherwise, the specification is the same, as we estimate the effects of policy decisions taken (late) in the previous year as well as public preferences from (early) that year.\(^5\) Results suggest that media coverage in the first half of the year reflects public preferences from the previous year, as the coefficient is positive and highly reliable \((p = 0.01)\), which comports with estimates in Table 1. There we also observed the hint of positive effects of policy decisions on media coverage; this is apparent in Table 2 once again, though still not reliable \((p = 0.24)\).\(^6\)

Although policy decisions may still find expression in the ensuing year’s media coverage, there is reason to expect more current effects. Indeed, given the timing of budgeting, we expect last year’s policy decisions to be reflected in media coverage late in that year. We explicitly consider this in Equation 7—a model of *Late* media coverage that includes coverage from *Early* that year and preferences from the same point in time, alongside spending decisions taken that year. Results, shown in the final column of Table 2, suggest that policy has a significant, positive effect on this late media coverage independent of media coverage and preferences registered earlier that year, only the former of which has reliable effects.\(^7\)

Table 2 thus provides even stronger evidence than Table 1 that media reflects both public opinion and policy itself, in the first and then second halves of the year, respectively.

Considering within-year timing makes for a more complicated storyline. That said, taking this timing into account allows us to consider each dependent variable as a product of the factors that are most temporally proximate. And breaking media coverage into parts reveals some important differences between coverage early in the year (reflecting last year’s preferences) and late in the year (reflecting this year’s policy). This change in measurement has real consequences for our understanding of media effects.

**DISCUSSION: MEDIA (MOSTLY) REFLECT**

Do media affect or reflect opinion and policy? Our results suggest they do both, although the reflecting role is more pronounced. Consider some comparisons of coefficients estimated in Table 2. In the model of public preferences, the standardized coefficient for policy is roughly 50% larger than the (early) media signal (in absolute terms, 0.18 versus 0.13). There thus appear to be limited media effects on preferences above and beyond the supply of information about policy change. In the model of policy, media appear to play a somewhat larger role: the standardized coefficients for opinion and the media signal are more similar (0.24 and 0.23, respectively). This impact of media on policy is also evident in the simulated effects of standardized shocks to each of the different variables (based on Table 2 estimates) shown in Figure 1.\(^8\) Those results illustrate the limited (positive) influence of media on public preferences: compare the slight impact of a shock to coverage on the public (in the third panel) with the rather large impact of a shock to opinion on coverage (in the second panel).

Media thus appear to reflect policy and preferences more than they affect them. Indeed, media effects are not highly robust to changes in specification, even as media reflect estimates are. (See footnote 4 and especially the “On Media Effects” section of the Supplementary material.) This is not to say that there are no media effects on policy and preferences; and there presumably are policy areas not explored here in which coverage matters even more. But the “two-way” relationships between media, policy, and preferences highlight the importance of considering the causes of media coverage, not just its consequences. What we often consider to be a result of that coverage, especially public opinion, may be a determinant.

These findings have implications for research, both observational and experimental. In observational work, scholars should whenever possible consider the possibility of bidirectional flows in their analysis. In experimental work, researchers should consider how the possible endogeneity of coverage complicates the...
identification of treatments and their effects. (See also Arceneaux and Johnson 2013.) Media may affect, but they reflect as well, and this matters for our understanding of the role that media play in modern representative democracies.
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